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Abstract— Semi-Definite Programming (SDP) with low-rank
prior has been widely applied in Non-Rigid Structure from
Motion (NRSfM). Based on a low-rank constraint, it avoids the
inherent ambiguity of basis number selection in conventional
base-shape or base-trajectory methods. Despite the efficiency
in deformable shape reconstruction, it remains unclear how
to quantify the uncertainty of the recovered shape after the
SDP process. In this paper, we present a statistical inference
on the element-wise uncertainty quantification of the estimated
deforming 3D shape points in the case of the exact low-rank
structure. A closed-form uncertainty quantification method is
proposed and tested. Moreover, we extend the exact low-rank
uncertainty quantification to the approximate low-rank scenario
with a numerical optimal rank selection method, which enables
solving practical application in SDP based NRSfM scenario.
The proposed method provides an independent module to the
SDP method and only requires the statistical information of
the input 2D trackings. Extensive experiments prove that the
recovered 3D points have identical normal distribution to the
2D trackings, the proposed method quantifies the uncertainty
accurately, and it has desirable effects on the routinely SDP
low-rank based NRSfM solver. Index Terms— on-rigid structure
from Motion; Uncertainty quantificationon-rigid structure from
Motion; Uncertainty quantificationN
I. INTRODUCTION
Non-Rigid Structure from Motion (NRSfM) is the topic
of recovering the camera motion and the 3D time-varying
shape of a/the deformable object/objects simultaneously from
sequential 2D trajectories of the monocular images. It con-
tributes to the 3D shape perception with various applica-
tions like 3D reconstruction and scene understanding, using
consumer-level digital cameras. However, observing a partial
2D projection, the NRSfM method faces heavy ambiguity
which poses great difficulty for accurate 3D recovery. To
overcome the under-constrained issue, different priors are
proposed to enable shape estimation in sacrifice for small
motion details.
The NRSfM community, however, lacks the uncertainty
quantification studies. In fact, uncertainty quantification has
been heavily analyzed in robotics [1] and rigid Structure from
Motion (SfM) [2], [3] as researchers realize that the noise
in the observation is not negligible. The uncertainty quan-
tification of the estimated state provides important statistical
descriptions for further applications like quality assessment,
localization, mapping, path planning, and multi-source infor-
mation fusion. The lack of uncertainty estimation in NRSfM
may be attributed to the difficulty in linearizing the objective
function or the discontinuity of the objective function. Unlike
in the field of robotics and SfM where the sensor-to-object
functions are easy to be linearized locally, the NRSfM
involves either factorization or nuclear norm minimization,
which hinders the process of uncertainty transition. The goal
of this research is to overcome this issue by proposing a
general uncertainty quantification for both factorization and
nuclear norm formulations.
In this paper, we propose a closed-form solution to the
element-wise uncertainty quantification for the Semi-Definite
Programming (SDP) based NRSfM. Experiments show that
the proposed covariance matrix describes the estimated shape
well, and can be applied in measuring the confidence inter-
vals of the 3D deformable shape recovered from the noisy
observations. To be consistent with the rank number free
prior, we propose an empirical approximate rank estimation
method, and also show the rank has a remarkably small im-
pact on covariance matrix estimation. Novelties are: 1. This
is the first research addressing the closed-form element-wise
uncertainty quantification algorithm for the NRSfM problem;
2. A rank estimation method is presented to define the best
rank for the approximate time-varying shape structure.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Review of NRSfM
Following the approach of rigid SfM, early works [4]
directly adopt factorization to recover the time-varying 3D
shapes. Later, [5] shows ambiguous solvability in NRSfM
that factorization alone is insufficient to solve the ill-posed
NRSfM problem. Since then, priors are introduced to con-
strain the problem into a low-rank subspace to ensure the
solvability. The low-rank priors include base shape [6], [7],
base trajectory [8], [9], [6], based shape-trajectory [10],
[11], [12] and force model [13]. There is a duality in
the formulation of all the proposed base prior, that is the
estimated state (shape or trajectory) is a linear combination
of all bases. The difference of these approaches lies in the
strategy of solving the problem, including ‘coarse-to-fine’
[6], probabilistic principal component analysis [7], kernel
trick [10] and Procrustean analysis in consecutive shapes
[14]. As [15] points out, the internal constraint orthonormal-
ity of camera orientation and external constraint base shape
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enables the unique shape structure with the number of basis
fixed.
One milestone is achieved by [16] and [17] who enforce
low-rank constraint for spatial-temporal smoothness of the
shape. Conventional basis constraint is substituted with the
low-rank (nuclear norm for the convexity) minimization.
Prior knowledge, specifically the number of bases, is not
essential for shape recovery. The automatic prior-free SDP
achieves high accuracy with fewer parameter configuration.
SDP and the methods derived from it are the most efficient
algorithms in the state-of-art NRSfM community. Following
researchers push the low-rank formulation toward spanning
the model with a union of low dimensional shape subspace
[18], [19], [20], [21], [22] for multiple body reconstruction.
In addition to the above-mentioned methods, deep learning
[23] [24] is introduced recently in this geometric problem
which claims to enable interpretable deformable 3D shape
recovery. These approaches encode prior assumptions for
representing 3D geometry as patterns that are similar to the
low-rank based priors in geometry approaches. The neural
network structure falls out of the scope of this paper and we
only focus on conventional geometric based formulation.
B. Uncertainty quantification in the rigid scenario
The quantitative assessment of the reliability of the solu-
tion has been heavily addressed in SfM and Simultaneous
Localization and Mapping (SLAM). In SfM and SLAM,
uncertainty is defined as the impact of perturbation of the
observations, and is often represented as the covariance
matrix. Most of the formulations are nonlinear due to the
fact that the rotation/projection matrix is often defined in
SO(3). Therefore, in batch camera poses and feature po-
sitions estimation, SfM, and SLAM routinely linearize the
objective function locally and solve it with the least square
based state estimation [25], which represents the covariance
as the inverse of the second-order derivations termed as
‘Hessian matrix’. Similarly, in the sequential state estimation,
SLAM [26] propagates the uncertainty through the linearized
state propagation function with the Extended Kalman Filter
(EKF), a locally linearized Kalman Filter.
SDP based NRSfM, however, is far from reaching simi-
lar straightforward closed-form uncertainty quantification in
SfM or SLAM. Although numerous research are conducted
in rigid cases, no work addresses the uncertainty in NRSfM.
SDP fails to pin the formulation down to a closed-form
formulation as in SLAM or SfM, due to the nonlinear
formulation such as the factorization or the nuclear norm.
The nonlinear formulations is an obstruct to the closed-
form uncertainty propagation from the input to the output.
Recently, a breakthrough is achieved in optimal uncertainty
quantification and inference for noisy matrix completion
[27]. It measures the confidence interval by developing
the simple de-biased estimators that admit tractable and
accurate distributional characterizations. The relaxed convex
optimization in matrix completion shares the similarity in
SDP in NRSfM [17]. Therefore, we are inspired by this
work and aim to provide a solution to quantify the element-
wise uncertainty of the estimated time-varying shape in the
NRSfM scenario. Moreover, [27] only contributes a method
to the matrix completion with an exact low-rank structure,
while we aim at providing a solution in NRSfM to allow
uncertainty quantification for approximate matrix.
III. METHODOLOGY
A. Problem definition and the SDP solver.
The classic low-rank based NRSfM [17] formulates the
shape recovery as minimizing the following objective func-
tion in Eq. (1):
min
S
µ‖S]‖∗ + 12‖W −RS‖2F, such that
S] = g(S) = [PXPY PZ ](I3 ⊗ S)
, (1)
S =
 x
1
1 y
1
1 z
1
1 · · · xF1 yF1 zF1
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
x1N y
1
N z
1
N · · · xFN yFN zF1

>
, (2)
S] =
 x
1
1 · · · x1N y11 · · · y1N z11 · · · z1N
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
xF1 · · · xFN yF1 · · · yFN zF1 · · · zFN

>
,
(3)
where || · ||∗ is the nuclear norm and || · ||F is the Frobenius
norm. µ is the hyper-parameter balancing two constraints.
The time-varying shape S (Eq. (2)) is a 3F × N matrix
with F frames and N the number of the 3D feature points
(pij = [x
j
i y
j
i z
j
i ] point j in frame i) which are sequentially
permuted. Eq. (3) shows the definition of S] with the size
3N × F . It is the rearranged form of the matrix S for
conciseness. S] = g(S) maps S] to S while S = g−1(S])
does the opposite. PX ,PY ,PZ ∈ RF×3F are some properly
defined 0-1-valued ‘row-selection’ matrices (similar to the
‘permutation matrix’). W ∈ R2F×N is the observation
matrix of the 2D trackings.
Wij = W
?
ij + Eij , Eij
i.i.d.∼ N (0, σ20), for all (i, j) ∈ Ω,
(4)
where Ω ⊆ {1, · · · , 2F} × {1, · · · , N} is the subset of
indexes, W? is the ground truth of the observation. And
Eij denotes the spatial disturbance of element (ij) in mea-
surement process. σ20 is the variance of the noise.
R is composed of partial diagonal block matrix Ri. Ri
is the first two rows of its complete form Ri ∈ SO(3). R
defines the 3D to 2D (u˜ij track j in frame i) projection:
u11 · · · uN1
...
. . .
...
u1F · · · uNF

︸ ︷︷ ︸
W
=

R1
. . .
RF

︸ ︷︷ ︸
R

p11 · · · pN1
...
. . .
...
p1F · · · pNF

︸ ︷︷ ︸
S
.
(5)
Camera projection matrix R and the deforming shape
S are estimated after the factorization of W in Eq. (5).
There is one widely adopted constraint [15] termed as the
orthographic constraint, denoting R>R = I and I is an
identical matrix. [15] also shows that the R is ambiguous
while the reconstructed shape is unique with the rank fixed.
By imposing the orthographic constraint, conventional
NRSfM method adopts rank 3K factorization [28][4], where
K is deliberately chosen and results is highly dependent on
the choise of K.
To overcome the difficulty in selecting the optimal K,
the prior free method (Eq. (1)) is proposed to constrain the
estimated shape to be in low-rank condition. Practically, low-
rank constraint makes the objective function nonconvex, thus
nuclear norm minimization is adopted to relax the problem
to convex [17], [16]. These works demonstrate the efficiency
and accuracy of the prior free formulation.
Eq. (6) shows a routine iterative approach [29] for mini-
mizing the objective function Eq. (1). The Frobenius norm
is minimized with the gradient descendent solver, and the
nuclear norm is minimized with the shrinkage operator Sv(·).
{
S](t) = S](t) − τG(S](t))
S](t+1) = Sτµ(S](t)) . (6)
where Sτµ(·) is the shrinkage operator and v = τµ is the
arbitrary threshold for numerically reducing the singularity
matrix. We define ΣS as the diagonal singular value matrix
of the argument matrix in Sv(·). The shrinkage operator maps
the input matrix by manipulating the diagonal element ΣSii
of ΣS :
ΣSii =
{
ΣSii − v, |ΣSii| > v
0, |ΣSii| ≤ v . (7)
G(·) calculates the gradient with regard to S], and is defined
as:
G(S]) = ∂
1
2‖W −RS‖2F
∂S]
= [PXPY PZ ](I3 ⊗ (RT (RS−W))).
(8)
B. Uncertainty estimation with the exact low-rank structure
Fig. 1 presents the relation of the proposed method and
previous research [17]. Our work proposes a new module
(in orange) to quantify the uncertainty of the previous SDP
based deformable 3D shape estimation (in blue). We first
present the method to retrieve the closed-form uncertainty in
the scenario that the time-varying shape is in exact low-rank
uncertainty structure, then extend it to the approximate low-
rank structure version. Note that in the SDP formulation (Eq.
(1)), the ground truth of the time-varying deforming shape
is in approximate low-rank structure, meaning it is strictly
full-rank but has low nuclear norm which can be viewed as
the approximated low-rank structure. But this section only
addresses the exact low-rank case.
Denote S]? ∈ R3N×F as the optimal (ground truth) rank-
r matrix (the exact low-rank structure case). The Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) is S]? = U?Σ?V?>. We define
two auxiliary matrix X? , U?Σ?1/2 ∈ R3N×r and Y? ,
V?Σ?1/2 ∈ RF×r. The following rules apply:
X?>X? = Y?>Y? = Σ?, S]? = X?Y?>. (9)
In conventional NRSfM definition, Y? is termed as the
basis matrix and X? is the associated linear coefficiency [8].
With regard to X? and Y?, we define Xd ∈ R3N×r,Yd ∈
RF×r as the estimated operators. Regarding the ground truth
S]? = X?Y?>, we define the estimated version S]d ≈
XdYd>. Following the ambiguity issue in the coefficiency
and basis matrix raised by [15], an optimal global rotation
matrix Hd ∈ Rr×r is needed to rectify (Xd, Yd) to (X?,
Y?). We define the following formulation to align them to
the ground truth.
Hd , arg min
H∈Ar×r
‖XdH−X?‖2F + ‖YdH−Y?‖2F,
(10)
where Ar×r denotes the set of othorgonal matrix in Rr×r.
Theorem 1. For the estimated operator Xd and Yd, the
errors of the rectified Xd and Yd are:
XdHd −X? = ZX + ΨX
YdHd −Y? = ZY + ΨY . (11)
The rows of the error matrix ZX ∈ R3N×r (resp. ZY ∈
Rn×r) are independent and obeys:
Z>Xej
i.i.d.∼ N (0, σ20(Σ?)−1), for 1 ≤ j ≤ 3N
Z>Y ej
i.i.d.∼ N (0, σ20(Σ?)−1), for 1 ≤ j ≤ 3N
(12)
where ej is the base vector and ΨX ,ΨY ∈ R3N×r are the
residual matrices. Please refer to Section for the proof of
Theorem 1.
ΨX and ΨY are significantly smaller than ZX and ZY
and Eq. (11) is approximated to:
XdHd −X? ≈ ZX
YdHd −Y? ≈ ZY . (13)
Assuming that the first-order expansion is reasonably tight,
the element-wise error between the estimation S]dij and the
ground truth S]?ij are:
S]dij − S]?ij = [XdHd(YdHd>)−X?Y?>]ij (14)
= [e>i X
dHd(YdHd>)ej − e>i (X?Y?>)ej ]
(15)
≈ [e>i (XdHd −X?)Y?>ej + e>i X?(YdHd −Y?>)ej ]
(16)
≈ [e>i (ZXY?>)ej + e>i (X?Z>Y )ej ] (17)
where the bases ei, ej localize the elements involved in cal-
culating element in position (i, j). After some manipulation,
Fig. 1: Illustrated diagram shows the relation of the proposed method and the previous research. The blocks in blue are the
process of the method proposed in [17] while the blocks in orange are the process of our approach.
we have the element-wise variance of the error as:
Var(S]dij − S]?ij )
(i)≈ [Var(e>i (ZXY?>)ej) + Var(e>i (X?Z>Y )ej)]
(18)
( ii )
= σ20 [ej
>Y?(Σ?)−1Y?>ej + e>i X
?(Σ?)−1X?>ei]
(19)
( iii )
= σ20(‖U?i,.‖22 + ‖V?j,.‖22) (20)
= σ20v
?
ij , (21)
where (i) is from the Theorem 1 since ZX and ZY are
nearly independent. (ii) is from the Eq. (11). (iii) U?i,. and
V?j,. are the i/jth row of U
? and V?. For conciseness, we
define v?ij = (‖U?i,.‖22 + ‖V?j,.‖22).
In practice, the rows of the ground truth U?i,. and V
?
j,.
are impossible to obtain, we approximate them with the
estimated version Udi,. and V
d
j,., which are the i/jth row
of Ud and Vd.
Var(S]dij − S]?ij )≈σ20(‖Udi,.‖22 + ‖Vdj,.‖22) (22)
=σ20v
d
ij , (23)
where vdij can be regarded as the estimated version of v
?
ij .
Therefore, the corresponding variance of Sd is Eq. (24)
providing a closed form solution to the estimation in the
scenario of time-varying shape with exact low-rank structure.
Var(Sdij − S?ij) ≈ g(σ20vdij) (24)
C. Uncertainty estimation with the approximate low-rank
structure
Based on the exact low-rank structure in Section III-B,
this section aims at achieving the closed-form uncertainty
estimation solution to NRSfM with approximate low-rank
structure. As [30] points out, the closed-form solution to
approximate low-rank uncertainty quantification in matrix
completion problem remains difficult; this also applies to the
approximate low-rank structure in NRSfM scenario.
We propose that the approximate low-rank shape uncer-
tainty quantification can be handled with the exact version
and a chosen optimal rank r. r can be retrieved by analyzing
Algorithm 1: NRSfM and uncertainty quantification.
Input: W, hyperparamter µ and thresholds imax and ηµ
Output: R, Sd and Var(Sdij − S?ij)
1 Estimate camera projection R
2 i = 1
3 S = PINV(R)W
4 S] = g−1(S)
5 while i < imax do
6 τ = max(µηiµ, 10
−10)
while not converged do
7 /* Update model parameter*/
8 G(S]) = [PXPY PZ ](I3 ⊗ (RT (RS−W)))
9 S] = S] − τG(S])
10 S] = Sτµ(S])
11 S]r = S
]
12 S = g(S])
13 /* Check Convergence */
14 ||W −RS||∞ < 
end
15 i = i+ 1
end
16 Sd = S
17 [Ud,Σd,Vd>] = SVD(S]r)
18 Var(Sdij − S?ij) ≈ g(σ20vdij)
Notation: SVD(·) implements the SVD factorization.
PINV(·) is the MoorePenrose inverse.
the temporary shape S]d with some threshold in the SDP
process. Specifically, we address the optimal rank r by
introducing an approximate solution. In the tth iterative SDP
solver in Eq. (6), the shrinkage operator (Eq. (7)) reduces
the nuclear norm of S](t) to its new state S](t+1). When the
algorithm converges, the state S](t+1) in the subspace with
rank r is close to the corresponding local minima. And the
distance is so close to the global minima that the rank of
S](t+1) can be approximated as the optimal rank. Since the
final optimized S]d is an approximate low-rank matrix and
the rank if almost full, we pin the optimal rank to its nearest
subspace. In all, the last step in searching the local minima
S]d around its surrounding space provide a good way for
approximating.
Algorithm 1 presents the technical details for recovering
the time-varying shape Sd and the associated uncertainty
from the observed 2D trajectories W based on the SDP for-
mulation defined in Eq. (1). The minimizing process strictly
follows the original SDP provided by [17], while we couple
it with the proposed closed-form uncertainty quantification
approach. Besides, following the works [8], [20], the camera
projection matrix R is recovered independently. It is encoded
as a standard least-square formulation and solved with the
Gauss-Newton minimization, with the projection constraint
W = RS and orthonormality constraint I2F = RR>. I2F
is the identical matrix with size 2F .
Fig. 2: Illustrated are the sample results ‘Drink’, ‘Pick up’,
‘Stretch’ and ‘Yoga’.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed method is validated quantitatively on several
scenarios in the MoCap dataset provided by CMU [31]. The
MoCap dataset uses more than 30 markers distributed on the
skeleton of the human body. Accurate 3D marker positions
of human body motions are tracked by an infrared camera.
It is a widely used dataset for validation in computer vision
community [20], [17], [18]. Five widely tested dataset used
in [15] is adopted, which project the original 3D points
on the 2D space with an orthographic camera following a
relative circular motion around the object, at a stable angular
speed. The five datasets include: ‘Drink’ (1102/41), ‘Pickup
(357/41)’, ‘Yoga (307/41)’, ‘Stretch (370/41)’ and ‘Dance
(528/75)’. Where (F /N ) is the number of frames F and
the number of tracked points N . Fig. 2 shows some sample
results of the reconstructions.
A. Uncertainty quantification
We conduct Monte Carlo tests with different level of
noises over the 2D observations. For each dataset, Gaussian
noise is imposed on the 2D tracked points with different
standard deviation σ0. All parameter settings follow original
SDP approach [17] including imax = 20, µ = 4, ηµ = 0.25
and  = 10−10. We perform Monte Carlo test of T = 100
time on each dataset with the given σ0. For each test, we cal-
culate the element-wise mean values Sdij =
1
T
∑T
k=1 S
d(k)
ij .
For each element in trial k, the error is defined as:
e
(k)
ij = ||S]d(k)ij − S]dij ||, k ∈ [1, · · · , 100]. (25)
Ideally, if e(k)ij follows normal distribution and our variance
σ20v
d
ij is correct, 95% of e
(k)
ij will fall within the range of
[
S]dij − 1.96σ0
√
vdij , S
]d
ij + 1.96σ0
√
vdij
]
. Thus we define
the coverage rate as the ratio of errors fall in the 1.96 bound
and presents the result. Table I show the general statistical
results over all elements of the 5 datasets, and it indicates
that the closed-form uncertainty quantification coverage rate
is close to 95%.
In addition to the general coverage rate of the proposed un-
certainty quantification approach, we also intend to validate
that the estimated shape Sd follows the Gaussian distribution.
We show the quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plots (Fig. 3) of Sd1
(element (1,1) of ‘drink’), Sd2 (element (3,4) of ‘pickup’), S
d
3
(element (5,8) of ‘stretch’), Sd4 (element (30,30) of ‘yoga’)
in the case of σ0 = 0.08 against the standard normal
distribution.
To further address the uncertainty quantification for in-
dividual point, we present the Table II to validate that the
recovered 3D points follow the normal distribution. The p-
value indicates that 15 out of 16 samples are significantly
in the normal distribution (> 0.05). Since all elements of
the shape should be consistent (either obey or reject the
normal distribution), we can conclude that the shape obeys
the normal distribution. The only samples that reject this
assumption in higher possibility may be attributed to a small
sample of training sets.
B. Robustness of the approximate structure
Apart from the coverage rate tests, we further validate
that the proposed approach is robust to the numerical rank
estimated from the local minima. Numerically, vdij ∈ [0, 2] is
dependent on the rank selection, as it is 0 when the matrix is
null and 2 when it is full-rank. We deliberately test different
rank in step 18 in Algorithm 1 and show that the proposed
approach is not sensitive to the numerical rank estimation.
Table III illustrates the coverage rate with different dis-
turbance on the rank numerically estimated in Algorithm 1.
Among the 16 tests, 9 achieves 2% error and 12 achieves
3% error with regard to the 95% ground truth. Moreover, the
standard deviation do not increase significantly with respect
to table I. Therefore, the presented uncertainty quantification
approach is robust to the optimal rank selection in the
numerical estimation process.
V. CONCLUSION
This is the first research address the uncertainty quantifica-
tion in NRSfM problems. We propose a closed-form element-
wise uncertainty quantification algorithm for the state-of-art
low-rank based SDP approach. The proposed method only
requires the statistical distribution of the 2D observation. To
overcome the approximate low-rank structure of the time-
varying shape, we present a numerical approach to estimate
the optimal rank and convert the problem from approximate
low-rank recovery to exact low-rank recovery. Monte carlo
tests validate that the coverage rate of the element-wise vari-
ance describes the distribution of the estimated time-varying
shape precisely. Furthermore, robustness tests demonstrate
that the uncertainty is not sensitive to the rank estimated with
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 3: Illustrated are the Q-Q (quantile-quantile) plots of Sd1 , S
d
2 , S
d
3 and S
d
4 against the standard normal distribution in (a),
(b) ,(c) and (d) respectively. They are over 100 independent trials for noise σ0 = 0.08 in the four datasets.
TABLE I: The coverage rates of Var(Sdij − S?ij) for different σ0 over 100 Monte Carlo trials. ‘std’ denotes the standard
deviation. The proposed closed-form uncertainty estimation approach describes the probability distribution well.
Drink Pick up Stretch Yoga Dance
σ0 Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std
0.01 0.9104 0.1050 0.9259 0.0673 0.9157 0.0730 0.9025 0.0833 0.9137 0.0598
0.05 0.9621 0.0375 0.9543 0.0404 0.9500 0.0487 0.9548 0.0400 0.9549 0.0281
0.08 0.9780 0.0221 0.9495 0.0364 0.9472 0.0440 0.9387 0.0526 0.9447 0.0299
0.1 0.9649 0.0216 0.9635 0.0257 0.9635 0.0274 0.9576 0.0313 0.9604 0.0243
TABLE II: The probability values (p-value) of the Shapiro-
Wilk test of Sd1 , S
d
2 , S
d
3 , S
d
4 and S
d
5 (element (25,60) ‘yoga’).
The p-value > 0.05 indicates a significant possibility that the
element is normally distributed.
δ0 Sd1 S
d
2 S
d
3 S
d
4 S
d
5
0.01 0.4331 0.4700 0.5486 0.8105 0.4547
0.05 0.2797 0.1924 0.3792 0.6417 0.8577
0.08 0.0023 0.6401 0.9623 0.2552 0.6524
0.1 0.1633 0.5894 0.7419 0.6661 0.8378
our modified SDP workflow. Our closed-form uncertainty
quantification approach can be applied in practical scenarios.
APPENDIX
Proof of Theorem 1. With regard to the objective function
Eq. (1), the optimized shrinkage optimizer Xd, Yd should
satisfy the local minimum of Eq. (1) denoted as f(Xd,Yd).
f(Xd,Yd) is close to global minimum f(X?,Y?) meaning
the first-order expansion is close to the zero matrix defined
as O.
∂f(Xd,Yd)
∂Xd
(i)
= g(Sd −R>W)Yd (26)
= (XdYd> −X?Y?> − g(R>E))Yd (27)
(ii)≈ (XdYd> −X?Yd> − g(R>E))Yd ≈ O,
(28)
∂f(Xd,Yd)
∂Yd
(i)
= Xd>g(Sd −R>W) (29)
= Xd>(XdYd> −X?Y?> − g(R>E))
(30)
(ii)≈ Xd>(XdYd> −XdY?> − g(R>E)) ≈ O,
(31)
where (i) is resulted from Eq. (8) and dS]d = dXdYd> +
Xd(dYd)>. (ii) is approximated by the fact that Xd/Yd are
close to X?/Y?. We manipulate Eq. (26) and Eq. (29) to:
(Xd −X?)Yd>Yd ≈ g(R>E)Yd (32)
(Xd −X?) ≈ g(R>E)Yd(Yd>Yd)−1 (33)
(Xd −X?)ej ≈ g(R>E)Yd(Yd>Yd)−1ej (i)∼ N (0, σ20(Σ?)−1),
(34)
Xd(Yd> −Y?>)Xd> ≈ g(R>E)Xd> (35)
Xd>Xd(Yd −Y?) ≈ Xdg(R>E)> (36)
(Yd −Y?)ej ≈ (Xd>Xd)−1Xdg(R>E)>ej (i)∼ N (0, σ20(Σ?)−1).
(37)
The prove of step (i): we first define Eˆ , g(R>E), and
prove that Eˆ follows the distribution N (0, σ20). We divide
E into 2 × 1 vector as Eij where i ⊆ {1, · · · , F} and j ⊆
{1, · · · , N}. For each E>ij , there is corresponding 3×1 vector
Eij = [E
>
ij 0]
> while we also convert the block rotation
matrix Rk to its complete rotation matrix Rk in 3× 3. The
product is:
Vij = R
>
k Eij (38)
Since the probability distribution of Eij is isotropic and the
rotation Rk is a rigid rotation transformation, the probability
TABLE III: Presented is the robustness test of the coverage rate over different rank. We exert m%,m ∈ [−10,−20, 10, 20]
percentage error over the rank, and test the coverage rates of Var(Sdij − S?ij) for different σ0 over 100 Monte Carlo trials.
+10% +20% -10% -20%
σ0 Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std
0.01 0.9303 0.0603 0.9408 0.0543 0.9018 0.0791 0.8871 0.0832
0.05 0.9611 0.0312 0.9671 0.0273 0.9393 0.0438 0.9196 0.0540
0.08 0.9479 0.0425 0.9564 0.0374 0.9245 0.0547 0.9080 0.0617
0.1 0.9649 0.0216 0.9713 0.0184 0.9448 0.0302 0.9290 0.0361
of Vij is also isotropic and has the same statistical distribu-
tion as Eij . Thus the sub-elements R>k Eij shares the same
probability as Eij . Similar to the full version shown in Eq.
(38), the product R>E∼N (0, σ20). Moreover, considering
g(·) serves as permuting the elements, matrix Eˆ = g(R>E)
shares the same probability as E.
Remark 1. The distribution of g(R>E) follows N (0, σ20).
Remark 2. Each element of (Σd)−1 equals to 1/||Xj,.||22
or 1/||Yj,.||22 where Xdj,. or Ydj,. is the jth row of matrix Xd
or Yd. It is because (Xd>Xd)−1 = (Yd>Yd)−1 = (Σd)−1
and (Σd)−1 is a diagonal matrix,
With the above conclusion, we prove (Xd −
X?)ej∼N (0, σ20(Σ?)−1) as an example.
(Xd>Xd)−1Xdg(R>E)>ej (39)
= [
r∑
i=1
1
‖Xdj,.||22
XdjiEˆi1, · · · ,
r∑
i=1
1
‖Xdj,.||22
XdjiEˆiN ] (40)
Thus, the corresponding variance for each element is:
Var(
r∑
i=1
1
||Xdj,.||22
XdjiEˆ1j) = (
r∑
i=1
1
||Xdj,.||22
Xdji)
2σ20 (41)
=
1
(||Xdj,.||22)2
(
r∑
i=1
Xdji)
2σ20
(42)
(i)
= (Σdjj)
−1σ20 (43)
where (i) follows Eq. (9). The same proof also applies to
(Yd − Y?)ej∼N (0, σ20(Σ?)−1). This concludes the proof
of (i) and also the proof of Theorem 1.
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